The following combinations are legal when operating on the "designated system."
The designated system consists of those highways that have been:
1. qualified by the U.S. Secretary of Transportation (National Network) and
2. identified by the Department of Transportation (Caltrans) or local authorities as Terminal Access.

These combinations may leave the designated system at identified signs at points of egress and ingress for access to terminals.

These combinations may leave the designated system at identified signs at points of egress and ingress, where they may travel one mile to the facilities for food, fuel, lodging and repair.

48' max. single vehicle
VC 35401.5(a)(1)

18" front extension provided for by VC 35402(c) not allowed on National Network routes.

unlimited vehicle combination
VC 35401.5(a)

75' max. overall. When the length of the combination of vehicles exceeds 75 feet, the load shall be confined within the exterior dimensions of the vehicles.
VC 35411

48' 1" to 53' max. single vehicle
VC 35401.5(a)(1)

18" front extension provided for by VC 35402(c) not allowed on National Network routes.

unlimited vehicle combination
VC 35401.5(a)

75' max. overall. When the length of the combination of vehicles exceeds 75 feet, the load shall be confined within the exterior dimensions of the vehicles.
VC 35411
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